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Introduction 
The aim of this thesis has been to examine the main philosophic tenets 
of Robert Brovming, through his most important poems, in order to more 
fully understand and appreciate the work of one of the greatest figures 
in English literature. 
The study seemed justifiable because of the st ature of the poet and 
the claim that so much of his work yet remains obscure. Two reasons for 
this difficulty in comprehending his method and style exist: first, 
Browning, himself, had profound knowledge, a wide-ranging, extensive mind, 
and he inferred that the readers of hi s poetry would have similar intellec-
tual ability; second, in his poetry his emphasis is on character, the soul 
and the inner life, and from these he derives specific philosophic principle: 
which many of his readers have difficulty in understanding. Five of his 
main philosophic beliefs have been examined in order to clarify his work 
and lead to a fuller understanding of his thought and material: Conception 
of God, Conception of Love, The Philosophy of the Imperfect, The Necessity 
of Evil in Life, and Immortality. 
Much has been written in regard to the poet's optimism- his was not 
a blind, foolish, idealistic outlook but rather one based on extensive, 
intellectual activity; his beliefs had their foundation in life and varied 
experience . He lived richly; physically, he was healthy, robust and active; 
his range of knowledge was broad and extensive, including art, music, 
biblical figures, literature and antiquity, but above all his interest was 
in people, not as a group but as individual personalities, their characters, 
emotions and struggles; and his aim was to reveal and explain significant 
facts in relation to character which were of universal philosophic import . 
4. 
The period in which Browning was writing was one of great scientific 
inquiry, through which man's conception of himself, his environment and 
the universe was being revolutionized and he was becoming increasingly 
conscious of the beliefs and ideals which he held. Repercussions were felt 
in every fiel d of thought and the trend was more and more toward skepticism 
and doubt. Browning was aware of all these new scientific changes, yet 
he chose not to deal with t h em - he believed they were of import ance and 
benefit to mankind,, materiaHy, but he felt that the eternal, universal 
questions, the problems of men's souls and their immortality were of far 
greater significance, and i t was this approach to truth which most intereste 
him. 
In the present, as in t he Victorian Age, Browning's works, if properly 
understood and appreciated remain a constant source of faith and idealism 
resulting in a feeling of confidence, trust and security and the conviction 
that the struggle of life itself is a high reward. 
"How good is man's life, the mere living! how fit to employ 
All the heart and the soul and the senses forever in joy! nl 
1. "Saul", vl 
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CONCEPTION OF GOD 
In Browning's first work, "Pauline", we read, "I believe in God and 
Truth and Love,", and in his last published poem, "Asolando", he writes: 
"In a beginning God 
:Made Heaven and Earth. 
From the first, Power was - I knew, 
Life made clear to me 
That strive but for a closer view 
Love were as plain to see.n 
The basic belief which dominates all the poet's work, because of the 
order he sees manifested in the world, is that of a personal, omnipotent, 
omniscient, infinitely perfect Being who is the creator of all. He cannot 
conceive of a universe in which there is not an Ultimate Truth, an Absolute 
Reason, which t he soul understands and obeys. 
He believes there are two elements in the nature of God. The first 
is Power, which he felt instinctively was perfectly obvious on viewing the 
universe. Natural objects, the material world, lost for him their reality 
and oecame only symbols, representative of this universal Power. A power 
or unity which has always existed, which had no beginning or end and which 
operates in all things and is affected by nothing. Browning offers no 
concrete evidence of this tenet but believes that his very lack of power 
in proving it, proves it. 
His second element in the nature of God is Love. This, too, he arrives 
at intuitively, offerj.ng for it no direct proof; ·however, he sees all mortal 
striving towards growth and development as manifestations of this love. 
God loves man as he struggles to attain and as he reflects the manifoldness 
of life which He maintains. Man, he felt, had a natural longing for a 
6. 
God of Love and in both "Saul" and "An Epistle, Containing the Strange 
Medical Experience of Karshish, the Arab Physician," he sets forth this 
theory. 
"Saul" is not thought to be true in historical content; it represents 
Browning's attempt to catch something of the age and spirit with which he 
is dealing and to set forth this idea of a God of Love. 
David was sent for to try to cure the melancholy and despondency from 
which King Saul was suffering. David sings to him first of pastoral life 
then goes on to more sophisticated subjects, but Saul has experienced all 
these things and is only slightly moved. Of the spiritual purpose of the 
physical and material world David sings; he applies the general point to 
Saul ; all the King's achievements will live, although Saul will die. And 
this is the chief trouble; it is to this, Saul's mortality, that David must 
find an answer. David has given all that pagan religion allows and world 
achievement can offer. He continues to sing but it is not enough; he turns 
to God for inspiration. As he is searching for new inspiration for his 
song, he becomes aware of his great love for the stricken King. From this, 
the Christian ideal and the revelat ion of the coming of Christ was born in 
him. 
"The~the turth came upon me. No harp more - no song more! 
out broke-
• 
"I have gone the whole round of creation: I saw and I spoke: 
I, a work of God's hand for that purpose, receive in my brain 
And pronounced on the rest of his handwork - returned him again 
His creation's approval or censure: I spoke as I saw: 
I report, as a man may of God's work- all's love, yet all's 
law. 
Now I lay down the judgeship he lent me. Each faculty tasked 
To perceive Him, has gained an abyss, where a dewdrop was 
asked 
Have I knowledge? confounded it shrivels at wi sdom laid bare. 
Have I forethought? how purblind, how blank, to the Infinite 
Care! 
7. 
Do I task any faculty highest, to imagine success? 
I but open my eyes, - and perfection no more and no less, 
In the .kind I imagined, full-fronts me, and God is seen God 
In the star, in the stone, in the flesh, in the soul and the 
clod. 
And thus looking within and around me, I ever renew 
(With that stoop of the soul which in bending upraises it too) 
The submission of man's nothing-perfect to God's all-complete, 
As by each new obeisance in spirit, I climb to his feet." 
This is what was necessary to fill the vacuum in Saul's life; the concept 
of immortality and a God of Love. David feels if he can conceive of it, 
it must exist, must be part of the universe. For if he, David, is so full 
of love, God must be, or the Creator would be inferior to the created; 
therefore, Love must be the principle of the universe. 
"Do I find love so full in my nature, God's ultimate gift, 
That I doubt His own love can compete with it? Here, the 
parts shift? 
Here the creature surpasses the Creator, - the end, what Began?" 
David feels in what he has sung so far immortality is implied and he 
works it through to this conclusion, reaching the final climax with: "See 
the Christ stand!". In this poem Browning has exemplified very skillfully 
and forcefully h is belief in man's need for, and the revelation of, a God 
of Love. 
"An Epistle, Containing the strange Medi cal EXperience of Ra.rshish, 
the Arab Physician", again illustrates, in the form of a dramatic monologue, 
this theory of God. Karshish is writing to his former teacher, Abid, from 
the Ho l y Land in Bethany, just after the time of the crucifixion of Christ. 
He writes of experiences he has had in his wanderings which would be of 
interest to his former professor from a medical point of view. He tells 
Abid of the things he has sent him, of the many dangers he has encountered 
and cases he has observed. 
Finally he comes to his real reason for writing. He has heard of a 
8. 
case -he protests of its unworthiness -that he should not even bother 
relating it -which he describes, "as a case of mania - sub-induced, By 
epilepsy " . . . . . In describing the episode in relation to Lazarus, he is 
at a loss to explain how he was raised from the dead and the hypnosis he 
seemed to be under after this experience. Lazarus' whole mental outlook 
seems to be changed; he is unquestioning, is unconcerned with worldly things 
and seems to have elements of purity, faith and innocence in his soul S ince 
he has devoted himself to Christian life. 
"This grown man eyes the world now like a child" 
"And oft the man's soul springs into his face •••• " 
"Indeed, the especial marking of the man 
Is prone submission to the heavenly will." 
To Karshish this seems to be a pathological case; he believes Lazarus 
to be mentally unstable and it is , "some spell, some exorcisation or stroke 
of art", employed by "a Nazarene physician of his tribe ••• ", which has 
caused Lazarus to loose all perspective of earthly -life and act in accor-
dance with a philosophy emphasizing an all-loving God. 
He would have sou@lt out the Nazarene who brou@lt about the cure but 
he finds: "he peri shed in a tumult many years ago, Accused • ••• ". He 
asks pardon for relating this trivial, long and tedious case and goes on 
to write of more important things, some blue flowering borage, the hills 
and the moon, but he returns to the subject of Lazarus . 
"The very God! think, Abid; dost thou think? 
So the All-Great, were the All-Loving too -
So, throu@l the thunder comes a human voice 
Saying, 0 heart I made, a heart beats here! 
Face, my hands fashioned, see it in myself! 
Thou hast no power nor may ' st conceive of mine, 
But love I gave thee, with myself to love 
Bu.t thou must love me who have died for thee! 
The madman sai th He said so; it is strange". 
9 ·-
Karsh ish's soul is crying out for the belief in a God of Love and 
irrmortality, but as a man of science he can not quite believe it, and 
herein lies the irony. 
Browning also takes for granted the existence of the soul in man 
whi ch comprehends and yields to the pov{er and love of God. "God is soul, 
souls I and thou; with souls should souls have place."l 
How was man to become aware of the working of God, through reason and 
intellect, or was it to be acquired intuitively? 
" 'ife are ignorant, and are but 
The small, who think the knowledge of our kind, 
Greater than we, the wiser ignorance 
Restricts its apprehension, sees and knows 
No more than brain accepts in faith of sight , 
Takes first what comes first, only sure so far • 
• • • 
So let us say- not 'Since we know, we love~' 
But rather 'Since we love we know enough'". 
From this quotation it is obvious that Browning believed only so much 
could be understood by man through his intellect. Knowledge, he maintained, 
was infinite and man's finite nature limited the amount vmich he could know. 
A certain degree of truth can be comprehended but this should not be con-
sidered to be absolute understanding. He points out the impossibility of 
accepting the idea that: 
·~Jan with the narrow mind, must cram inside 
His finite God's infinitude. u3 
To Brovming intuition is more important than intellect. When man's 
knowledge brings to him no material proof of God, there is still a fir.m 
1. "Parleyings with Fust and his Friends." 
2. Feri shtah' s Fancies - "A Pillar at Sebzevah.". 
3. "Bernard de Mandevi 11 e ". 
10 ·-· --~- .. 
foundation on which his moral consciousness and faith may rest. 
It has been seen that Browning believed in a God who was personal, 
powerful and loving; man was united to this God by his soul. Although the 
mind and intellect help in understanding the Universe it is the intuition 
and heart, speaking through the soul, which reveal t final truths in rela-
tion to spiritual values. 
That man's conception and interpretation of God depend chiefly upon 
certain innate qualities of his own mind and nature is very definitely 
affirmed by the poet. With his keen insight and subtle skill he dramati-
cally portrays those vmose belief in God is based on personal fear, ambition 
gross pride and sensual satisfaction, illustrat ing immature and fallacious 
reasoning in relation to the divine and absolute . 
"Caliban Upon Setebos"; or, "Natural Theology in the Islands", is a 
satire on anthropomorphiffin - the creation of God in one's own image, giving 
Him human attributes . The poem is prefaced with a quotation from Psalms 
50:21, "Thou thoughtest that I was altogether such a one as thyself." 
Brovliline retains the animalistic, brute-like, savage nature of Shakespeare's 
character but adds the thought process this type of creature might have, 
and makes him something of a reasoner as he considers, theologically, God 
and the world. 
Prospera and Miranda are asleep. Caliban lies sprawled in the mire, 
speaking in the third person as children do, objectifying his thoughts, 
so that if God (Setebos) should be listening He would not realize that 
these are Caliban's own ideas which he is expressing. As he thinks about 
Setebos, he wonders if, "he dwel leth i' the cold o' the moon." He created 
the sun and moon being ill at ease; He hated the cold but could do nothing 
to change it, so, in spite, he formed, "the trees, and the flowers here, 
11. 
beasts and creeping things." Because he was powerless to create Himself a 
mate he: 
"· •• did, in envy, listlessness or sport, 
Make what himself would fain, in a manner, be ~ 
Weaker in most parts, stronger in a few, 
Worthy and yet mere playthings all the while, 
Things He admires and mocks too - that is it." 
If Caliban could make a bird out of clay and give it life, if it should 
break its leg, why, he should laugh, and if the bird beseeched him for pity, 
he should aid him, or not, as it took his fancy. "So He.". As Caliban, if 
a U.ne of crabs walked past him, might whimfully decide to stone the twenty-
first, or give one a worm, or pull the claw off another, "••• I do: So He.". 
Setebos was not, Caliban believed, the Absolute Power; above Him was 
the Quiet, whom Setebos may have created, then driven away, beyond the 
stars, where he now lives. Setebos creates things illogically and capri-
ciously; as it is impossible to know His mood and please Him, it is best 
to be quiet and not attract His attention for fear of arousing His ire; 
therefore, never appear to be happy and always pretend to envy Him. 
A storm arises; he fears Setebos' raven may have told Him of his 
chattering. He will lie flat and love Setebos and to appease Him vnll , 
"• •• not eat this month, One little mess of whelks, so he may 'scapeZ". 
I In this dramatic presentation of ideas which would naturally be ex-
f ected from such an undeveloped intellect, Browning has effectively satirized 
~he conception of a God formed by man's narrow and unintellectual processes 
~nd limited by his own finite image. 
Browning condemns in "The Bishop Orders his Tomb in Saint Praxed's 
Church", an approach to God which is based on sensualism, false vanity, 
~gotism and hypocrisy. The dying Bishop, in his sick room in Rome, in the 
12._ 
sixteenth century, is anxiously giving instructions to his sons in regard to 
his tomb. His sensual love of beauty and art, his regard for them as ends 
in themselves, is seen as he begs to be assured that his monument will be 
more lavish and ornate than his rival's, Gandolf's , who had deprived him 
of the niche he had wanted for himself in the Church. His vanity, licen-
tiousness, his pagan appreciation of beauty are deftly revealed: 
" - Old C,.a.ndolf cozened me, despite my care; 
Shrewd was that snatch from out the Corner South 
He graced his carrion with, God curse the same! 
Yet still my niche ie not so cramped but thence 
One sees the pulpit o' the epistle-side, 
And somewhat of the choir, those silent seats, 
And up into the aery dome where live 
The angels, and a sunbeam's sure to lurk: 
And I shall find my slab of basalt there, 
And 'neath my tabernacle take my rest, 
With those nine columns round me, two and two, 
The odd one at my feet where Anselm stands: 
Peach-blossom marble all, the rare, the ripe 
As fresh-poured red wine of a mighty pulse. 
- Old Gandolf with his paltry onion-stone, 
Put me where I may look at him! True peach, 
Rosy and flawless: how I earned the prize%" 
Skillfully suggested are the interests and emphasis of the Renaissance 
when the Bishop asks his sons, if, should they perform his commission to 
t hem, they do not think he has the power to pray to Saint Pra.xed for: 
" ••• Horses for ye, brovm Greek manuscripts, 
And mistresses with great smooth marbly limbs?" 
As John Ruskin has said of the poem in this regard: 
"I know no other place in modern English prose or 
poetry in which there is so much told, as in these 
lines of the Renaissance spirit, ••• its worldliness, 
inconsistency, pride, hypocrisy, ignorance of itself, 
love or art, luxury and of good Latin. It is nearly 
all that I have said of the central Renaissance in 
thirty pages of the Stones of Venice, put into as 
many lines, Browning's also being the antecedent :· 
work."4 
4. Ruskin, Modern Painters, IV, pp 377, 379. 
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Browning has given us a picture, impregnated with the spirit of the 
sixteenth century Italian Renaissance, representing a man, who instead 
of preparing his soul for death thinks only of the sensuous, materialistic, 
physical side of the religion he has personified, dramatically illustrating 
one of Browning's concepts in regard to an erroneous and degrading approach 
to the pro blem of God. 
Browning has plunged into the mind of an actual figure of the sixteenth 
century Renaissance in Germany, Martin Luther's friend and/or secretary, _to 
describe what he felt would be the thoughts of a person imbued with the 
Calvinistic doctrine of predestination. 
In "Johannes Agricola in Meditation" he depicts a man vJho is audacious 
and self-righteous in his approach to God. Johannes believed absolutely in 
the positiveness of his own salvation. God had pre-ordained every incident 
in his life and regardless of what he might do, whether good or evil, it 
woul d have no influence on his spiritual destiny; no act could alter his 
salvation, whi ch had been pre-destined by God. Although others might str ive, 
love, live exemplary holy lives, obey all God's commandments and do no evil, 
if they had not previously been designated for eternal glory, they were 
automatically doomed to Hell. 
"Thus, ere he fashioned star or sun. 
And having thus created me, 
Thus rooted me, he bade me grow, 
Guil tless for ever, like a tree 
That buds and blooms, nor seeks to know 
The law by which it prospers so: 
But sure that thought and word and deed 
All go to swell his love for me, 
Me, made because that love had need 
Of something irreversibly 
Pledged solely its content to be. 
Yes , yes, a tree which must ascend, 
No poison-gourd foredoomed to stoop! 
I have God's warrant, could I blend 
l 'l . 
All hideous sins, as in a cup, 
To drink the mingled venoms up; 
Secure my nature will convert 
The drought to blossoming gladness fast: 
Yfui le sweet dews turn to the gourd's hurt, 
And bloat, and Mlile they bloat it, blast, 
As from the first its lot was cast. 
For as I lie, smiled on, full-fed 
By unexhausted power to bless, 
I gaze below on hell's fierce bed, 
And those its waves of flame oppress, 
Swarming in ghastly wretchedness; 
Whose life on earth aspired to be 
One altar-smoke, so pure! -to win 
If not love like C~d's love for me, 
At least to keep his anger in; 
And all their striving turned to sin. 
Priest, doctor, hermit, monk grown white 
With prayer, the broken-hearted nun, 
The martyr, the wan acolyte, 
The incense-swinging child, - undone 
Before C~d fashioned star or sun! 
God, whom I praise; how could I praise, 
If such as I might understand, 
Make out and reckon on his ways , 
And bargain for his love, and stand, 
Paying a price , at his right hand?" 
An attitude of pride, arrogance, self-assurance and pomposity is seen 
in Johannes Agricola, rather than the true religious spirit of faith, love 
and devotion . 
In "Bishop Blougraro ' s Apology", Browning presents a man whose religious 
attitude is motivated by ambition and materialistic gains. As Blougram's 
explanation of his life, to Mr. Gigadibs, a young skeptic writer who has 
criticized him, develops, we see that the Bishop's primary interests are 
the l~~ry, ease and power which his position affords him. 
Gi gadi bs has accused the churchman of being a skeptic and a hypocrite. 
Blougram replies it is one 's duty to f ind the life whi ch will be most 
pleasing and advantageous to him, and to equip himself accordingly, - and 
belief best satisfies his nature. 
_15 ._ 
"See the world 
Such as it is, - you made it not, nor I; 
I mean to take it as it is, - and you 
Not so you'll take it, - though you get not else. 
I know the special kind of life I like, 
vi/h. at suits the most my idiosyncrasy, 
Brings out the best of me and bears me fruit 
In power, peace, pleasantness and length of days. 
I find that positive belief does this 
For me, and unbel ief, no whit of this." 
Vfuat if B1ougram cast aside his dogmas as Mr. Gigadibs suggested, wnat 
has he gained, is disbelief any more fruitful? There would be times when 
the desire to believe would be tormenting. 
'' Where' s 
The gain? how can we guard our unbelief, 
Make it bear fruit to us? -the problem here. 
Just when we are safest, there's a sunset-touch, 
A fancy from a flowerbell, some one's death, 
A chorus-ending from Euripides, -
And that's enough for fifty hopes and fears 
As old and new at once as Nature 's self, 
To rap and knock and enter in our soul, 
Take hands and dance there, a fantastic ring, 
Round the ancient idol, on his base again, -
The grand Perhaps!" 
Blougram rationalizes his position by saying he is living according 
to the nature which God has given him, and that his soul and body demand 
his present mode of conduct. 
"Observe, my friend, 
Such as you know me, I am free to say, 
In these hard latter days which hamper one, 
Myself, by no immoderate exercise 
Of intellect and learning, and the taat 
To let external forces work for me, 
- Bid the street's stones be bread and they are bread, 
Bid Peter's creed, or, rather, Hiidebrand's, 
Exalt me o'er my fellows in the world 
And make my life an ease and joy and pride, 
It does so, -which for me's a great point gained, 
Vfuo have a soul and body that exact 
A comfortable care in many ways." 
16_._ ~ 
The Bishop lives for this life, which he believes is probably to make 
the next life more intense. His vanity, love of power, pomp and wealth and 
his casual sophisticated spirit are well depicted: -
"We both have minds and bodies much alike. 
In truth's name, don't you want my bishopric, 
My daily bread, my influence and my state? 
You're young, I'm old, you must be old one day; 
Will you find then, as I do hour by hour, 
Women their lovers kneel to, that cut curls 
From your fat lap-dog's ears to grace a brooch -
Dukes, that petition just to kiss your ring -
With much beside you know or may conceive? 
Suppose we die tonight: well, here am I, 
such were my gains, life bore this fruit to me, 
Whi le writing all the same my articles 
On music, poetry, the fictile vase 
Found at Albano, chess, or Anacreon's Greek. 
But you - the highest honour in your life, 
The thing you'll crown yourself with, all your days, 
Is - dining here and drinking this last glass 
I pour you out in sign of amity 
J3efore we part for ever." 
Blougram believes perhaps half of what he has said is true; the rest 
was for argumentative purposes but he has justified himself to his adversary 
and that is sufficient. 
This type of religious defense, hypocritical, half-hearted and material 
istically motivated, was quite repugnant to Brovming. As Dr. Alexander has 
remarked : "The failings of blind enthusiasm Brorm5.ng easily pardons, but 
this temperament rhich follows the dictates of cold prudence, and grasps 
what it grasps with slack hold, is abhorrent to him."5 
That the universe is guided by a God of power and love who is linked 
to man by moral consciousness, was the poet's deep and lasting conviction 
and that which enabled him to viev1 the world optimistically, seeing good in 
apparent evil , success in fai lure, and harmony in chaos, and over all a God 
who : 
5. Alexander , J.E., of Robert Rrownin , {Boston: 
" Dwells in all, 
From life's minute beginning, up at last 
To man - the consummation of this scheme 
Of being, - .the completion of this sphere 
Of life: whose attributes had here and there 
Been scattered o'er the visible world before, 
Asking to be combined, dim fragments meant 
To be united in some wonderous ...ahole, 
Imperfect qualities throughout creation 
SUggesting some one creature yet to make, 
Some point where all those scattered rays should meet 
Convergent in the faculties on man".6 
6. "Paracel sus", :Book V .. 
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CONCEPTION OF LOVE 
In considering Browning's convictions and treatment on the sub ject of 
love one thinks first of the well-known and romantic love story of himself 
and Elizabeth Barrett. 
On an evening in 1875, John Kenyon and Robert Browning approached the 
door of a rather gloomy house at 50 Wimpole Street. Within this house 
Elizabeth Barrett, already popular among the viTiters of the day, physically 
ill, delicate and fragile, had lived a practically isolated life and was 
convinced she was doomed to "sighing years"1of permanent invalidism. Robert 
Browning, rugged, robust, vital, impulsive and ardent and who delighted in 
social contacts of all kinds had, through his letters, been expressing his 
deep admiration for Miss Barrett's poetry arid had been asking for several 
months for an opportunity to meet personally England's most noted woman 
poet. 
The following year Robert Browning lifted Elizabeth Barrett from her 
invalid sofa , married her in London, carried her to Italy, where she 
gradually recovered her health and for fifteen years they knew such love 
as is often compared with that of Dante and Beatrice and Petrarch and Laura. 
Such love and happiness as Mrs. Browning herself describes: 
'"My own beloved, who hast lifted me 
From this drear flat of earth where I was thrown, 
And, in betwixt the languid ringlets, blown 
A life breath, till the forehead hopefully 
Shines out again, as all the angels see, 
Before thy saving kiss! W~ own, my ovn1, 
Who camest to me when the world was gone, 
And I who looked for only God, found thee! 
1. Mrs. Browning's Poems, Sennett IX (New York: James Miller, · 1871), p.l43. 
I find the~ T,._am safe, and strong and glad 
As one who,, lll'~ewless asphodel 
Looks backward on the tedious time he had 
In the upper life, - so I, with bosom-swell, 
Make witness, here, between the good and bad, 
That Love, as strong as Death, retrieves as well."2 
Although in Robert Bro>vning's works there are many references to the 
!inspiration .and devotion given to him by his beloved wife , there is only 
one poem which he addressed directly to her in his entire life and this is 
he Epilogue to Men and Women. 3 It, too, reflects the sacred joy which had 
come into his life as a result of this union and in its restraint , reticence, 
and solemn awareness of the strength of their personal love it stands today 
as one of the greatest poems of husband to wife in English literature. 
"What were seen? None knows, none ever shall know. 
Only this is sure - the sight were other, 
Not the moon's same si de, born late in Florence, 
Dying now impoverished here in London. 
r~d be thanked, the meanes~ of his creatures 
Boasts two soul-sides, one to face the world with, 
One to show a woman when he loves her! 
This I say of me , but think of you, Love! 
This to you - yourself my moon of poets! 
Ah, but that's the worl d's side, there's the wonder , 
Thus they see you, praise you, think they know you: 
There, in turn I stand with them and praise you -
Out of my o'vn self, I dare to praise it. 
But the best is when I glide from out them, 
Cross a step or two of dubious twilight, 
Come out on the other side, the novel 
Silent silver lights and darks undreamed of , 
Yfuere I hush and bless myself with silence. 
Oh, their Rafael of the dear Madonnas , 
Oh, their Dante of the dread Inferno, 
. Wrote one song- and in my brain I sing it, 
Drew one angel- borne, see , on my bosom!" 
2. lJUUi, Sonnett XXVII, P. 147. 
3. There are many other indirect references to her influence and beauty 
of spirit . Most notably, ''The Householder" and "Pro spice." 
-------- -2L==-.c~ 
A man who was a poet and had experienced such an ideal love and marriag 
would be expected to write passionate, romantic love poetry, and certainly 
Mr . Brovming has, but it is not the sentimental. unreflecting type of tra-
ditional love verse which many readers would expect. Because of the maturit 
of his years when he met Elizabeth Barrett {he was then thirty-three), 
because of his great intellect and his philosophical reflections on the 
meaning of life and its experiences, his was not the unrestrained, emotional 
love poetry of youth lmt rather, poetry which concei Yed of love as a deep, 
all-enveloping experience, an emotion which controlled all passion and will. 
To Browning love was the supreme value of life, the greatest force in the 
Universe. 
"God, Thou are love! I build my faith on that!"4 The life in which 
love had a part would find its fulfillment. Through love man was aware of 
the Infinite and through love he gained a deeper insight into humanity and 
saw, if only dimly, something of perfection in the Infinite. 
The influence of Plato is clearly seen as we consider Brovming's belief 
in the power of love. To Plato it is heavenly love which makes us desire 
the good and the beautiful and which leads us on the path of recognition 
of the Ideal Truth and Beauty; love is the impulse which makes us aware 
of the Eternal in time. Plato presents his theory by means of a parable. 
zeus had created man in the form of a ball, with four arms, two heads and 
J four 1~-~ and t he rest of his bodY proportionate. Fearing the power of man 
he split him in half and thus, created the two sexes. These two parts are 
eternally seeking each o~her in order to live harmoniously· and completely 
4. "Paracelcus," Book V, Scene 5 
22. 
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and to attain, once more, unity of soul. 
Also, the medieval concept of love is suggested by Browning's treatment 
of the theme. Both Petrarch and Dante, who represent the height of this 
I romantic conception in the middle ages, show that through the adoration 
and worship of a lady one is made aware of the eternal truth and beauty and 
is directed toward the Divine. The soul of the lady was beloved because of 
its power to guide the lover to celestial heights, to virtue and perfection. 
Petrarch expresses, in one of his sonnets, the ennobling effect of his love 
for Laura: 
'~ow with such beam and such direction blest 
'Twere shameful in brief way to miss the sign 
Pointing the passage to eternal rest. 
Upward, faint soul, th4y heavenward path incline; 
Through clouds of her sweet v~ath pursue thy quest, 
Following the seemly step and ray divine. nS 
The influence of both these philosophical traditions is seen in Bro\vn-
ing . In his poem, "Christina", we see the power of "intuitive love" which 
reveals spiritual destiny, and the idea of "elective affinities", that two 
souls are ideally mated and through their fusion immortal development and 
understanding are manifested. 
Although Christina's love was not returned to the lover, (she had 
preferred worldly ambition), she had awakened in him a spark of the Divine 
and although he does not win her, he has found, in self-abnegation, a new 
spiritual and ennobling force. 
5. Boston Browning Society, Papers, 1886 - 1897 (New York: Macmillan & Co., I 
1~97). p. 221 Paraphrase. 
6. Book of Knowledge (New York; Grolier Society, 1937), 17: p. 6152. 
"Doubt you if, in some such moment, 
As she fixed me, she felt clearly, 
Ages past the soul existed, 
Here an age 't is resting merely, 
And hence fleets again for ages, 
While the true end sole and single, 
It stops h~re for is, this love-way, 
With some other soul to mingle? 
Else it loses what it lived for, 
And eternally must lose it; 
Better ends may be in prospect, 
Deeper blisses (if you choose it), 
But this life's end and this love-bliss 
Have been lost here. Doubt you whether 
This she felt as, looking at me, 
Mine and her souls rushed together?"? 
We see in this the Platonic idea of the souls searching for each other and 
the elevating experience it brings. 
Although Evelyn Hope is dead, and had hardly known the man who laments 
her death, love still remained the guiding principle in the lover's life 
and he believed he would eventually find in her again the love and perfec-
tion his soul had missed. 
"No, indeed! 
Is great to 
And creates 
I claim you 
for God above 
grant and mighty to make 
the love to reward the love: 
still for my own love's sake."B 
In "Two in the CQD'lpagna", we see the lover expressing the idea of the 
divine impetus in l ove, although he finds that with his lady complete 
mutual understanding is impossible. He is struggling for the infinite love 
but finds only the finite. 
"Already how am I so far 
Out of that minute? Must I go 
Still like the thistle-ball, no bar, 
7. "Chri stina•; 
s. "91 ... ¥ i i t 1 Pfir" 
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Onward, whenever 1 ight winds blow, 
Fixed by no friendly star? 
Just when I seemed about to learn! 
Vfuere is the thread now? Off again! 
The old trick! Only I discern -
Infinite passion and the pain 
Of finite hearts that yearn."9 
In true, Romantic spirit we see Browrdng write of :rfll's. Bro•ming in 
the "Prologue" of The Ring and the Book as his inspiration for this great 
work: 
no lyric Love, half angel and half bird 
And all a .wonder and a wild desire,-
Boldest of hearts that ever braved the sun, 
Took sanctuary within the holier blue, 
And sang a kindred soul out to . his face, -
Yet human at the red-ripe of the heart -
When the first summons from the darkling earth 
Reached thee amid thy chambers, blanched their blue, 
And bared them of the glory - to drop down, 
To toil for man, to suffer or to die, -
This is the same voice: can thy soul know change? 
Hail then; and hearken from the realms of help! 
Never may I commence my song, my due 
To God who best taught song by gift of thee, 
Except wi th bent head and beseeching hand -
That sti ll, despite the distance and the dark, 
What was, again may be; some interchange 
Of grace, some splendor once they very thought, 
Some benediction anciently thy · s~~le: 
- Never conclude by raising hand and head 
Thither where eyes, that cannot reach, yet yearn 
For all hope, all gustainment, all reward, 
Their utmost up and on, - so blessing back 
In those thy realms of help, that heaven thy home 
Some whiteness which , I judge, thy face makes proud, 
Some wanness where, I think, thy foot may fall!"lO 
Although there is much in the poet's work which is based on the Romantic 
Tradition of the Middle Ages, we see also nru.ch which is unique. Although 
9. "Two in the Campagna". 
10. Ring and the Book, Prologue, 1. 1383 ff •• 
24. _____ _ 
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his women still personify all that is tender, lofty and spiritual, Brovming 
lacks t he sentimental and worshipful attitude of the love poets of the 
courtly tradition and regards women as esteemed companions and as an aid in 
the development and perfecting of man's ideal nature. The lover forgets 
himself, becomes part of humanity, and his soul is led to the revelation of 
the great spiritual love. 
One of the best examples of Browning's ability at portraying the deep 
controlling passion of love and its spiritual effects is the love story of 
,. ... 
Pompilia and her nsoldier-saii," Caponsacchi, in, The Ring and The Book. 
Pompilia, at the age of sixteen, was married to a vain, embittered man, 
Guido Franceschini. By his marriage to her he hoped to advance financially 
his ancient but poor family. The marri age was one without love and entirely 
unhappy for t he innocent, victimized gi rl. On Pompilia' s mother's revela-
tion that she was not the girl's true parent but that she had been bought 
from a woman of the lowest class, Guido, not wishing to be forced to return 
the do\YrY which Pompi lia' s parents were suing for, practiced abusive cruelty 
on the young, inexperienced girl to attempt to lead her to desertion of him. 
Pompilia made several appeals for aid but because of her husband's 
power and influence t hey were all futile. She met a young priest, Capon-
sacchi, who beli eved her story and feeling it his duty to save her soul, 
helped her in her flight to her parents in Rome. Although overtaken on the 
()~~~ 
road by her husband who proceeded to start divorce ~pegsea1Bgs, she was 
later allowed to return to her parent 's home . Guido, on hearing of the 
birth of his son, attempted to get possession of the child; he went to his 
wife's home and when the door was opened only upon his using the name, 
Caponsacchi, he brutally murdered Pompilia and her parents. 
Browning with his usual psychological interest ln his characters pre-
sents the point of view of each of the participants in the tragedy. 
When Caponsacchi is called before the ecclesiastical court and defends 
Pompilia, some of Browning's most impassioned lines are revealed: 
"I thought I had saved her ••• 
It seems I simply sent her to her death. 11 
• • • • 
No, sirs, I cannot have the lady dead! 
That erect form, flashing brow, fulgurant eye 
That voice imnortal (oh, that voice of hers! )12 
• • • 
I told you, - at one little roadside-place 
I spent a good half-hour, paced to and fro 
The garden ; just to leave her free awhile, 
I plucked a handful of Spring herb and bloom: 
I might have sat beside her on the 1Jench 
Where the children were: I wish the thing had been, 
Indeed: the event could not be worse, you know: 13 One more half-hour of her saved! She's dead now, Sirs!" 
Caponsacchi had been completely altered by the great experience of 
devotion ; he was convinced that such complete love as his here on earth 
implied a divine love, he felt certain that: 
" ••• Life and death 
Are means to an end, that passion uses both, 
Indisputably mistress of the man 
Whose form of worship is self-sacrifice." 
And in the dying Pompilia's tribute to Caponsacchi she, also, revealed 
her faith in an Infinite Power vmi ch promises a more perfect love. 
"Shall not God stoop the kindlier of his work, 
Hi. s marvel of creation, foot would crush, 
Now that the hand he trusted to receive 
And hold it, lets the treasure fall perforce? 
11 . Ring and the Book, Book VI, 11 1565 - 1566. 
12. Ibid, 11 1573 - 1575. 
13. Ibid, 11. 1946 - 1953. 
The better; he shall have in orphanage 
His ovm way all the clearlier: if my babe 
Outlived the hour - and he has lived two weeks -
It is through God who knows I am not by. 
Vfuo is it makes the soft gold hair turn black, 
And sets the tongue, might lie so long at rest, 
Trying to talk? Let us leave God alone! 
Wny should I doubt he will explain in time 
Vfuat I feel now, but fail to find the words?"l4 
This experience had brought to them both a conception of love which 
though incomplete and unfulfilled on earth would be perfect in some future 
existence; to them was revealed the affinity of earthly love and the divine. 
In "Love Among the Ruins" Browning again emphasizes the idea that, 
J "lo ve is best". In the midst of the ruins of the Roman Campagna a youth, 
while he is waiting for his loved one, thinks of the passing of the pomp of 
an empire , of civilizations which arose, had their little day, and passed 
into oblivion. 
"• •• he looked upon the city, every side 
Far and wide , 
All the mountains topped with temples, all the glades' 
Colonnades, 
All the causeys, bridges, aqueducts, - and then, 
All, the men! 
• 
Oh heart! oh blood that freezes, blood that burns! 
Earth 's returns 
For whole centuries of folly, noise and sin! 
Shut them in, 
With their triumphs and their glories and the rest! 
Love is best .. "15 
Browning has created a poem rich in quiet emotion and passion and per-
vaded with a tone of melancholy and pensiveness. As the fleetingness of 
time and the imminence of death overcloud all, it is the power of love which 
14. Ring and the Book, VII1 11 1732-1744 . 
15. "Love .Among the Ruins'! 
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gives vitality and meaning to life. 
Browning's portrayal of rejected lovers is a further example of his 
belief in the ennobling experience of love. Although they may not be sue-
cessful in winning the love of their lady, the privilege of loving her and 
the happiness they have known is in itself a reward. 
In "One Way of Love" the man has strewn roses vlhere his Pauline may 
pass; they did not attract her. He strove to play the lute; she would not 
listen. He has staked everything on this love, but finding himself rejected 
he can stil l say : 
"'Tis well! 
Los& who may - I still can say, 
Those who win heaven, blest are they!" 
Also in "The Lost Mistress" we see the quiet controlled r esignation 
of one who accepts his defeat in love gallantly. Although, "all's over", 
there is no trace of bitterness in his reaction; he speaks to her of the 
sparrows, the "leaf-buds on the vine", suppressing his intense feeling. 
Her love has been one which wil l eternally influence him and always be a 
source of remembered joy and inspiration. 
In, "Colombe's ' BirthdaY'~~ , . , , Val ence is about to sacrifice his hope to 
win Colombe because it appears she will lose her sovereignty if she marries 
him instead of his rival. His rival asks him: 
·~eroic truly! And your sole reward, -
The secret pride in yielding up love's right?" 
Valence answers: 
''Who thought upon reward? And yet how much 
Comes after - oh, what amplest recompense! 
Is the knowledge of her, naught? the memory, naught? 
-- Lady, should such an one have looked on you, 
Ne 'er wrong yourself so far as quote the world 
And say, love can go unrequited here! 
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You will have blessed him to his whole life's end -
Low passions hindered, baser cares kept back, 
All goodness cherished where you dwelt - and dwell. 
What would he have? He holds you - you, both form 
And mind, in his, - where self-love makes such room 
For love of youj he would not serve you now 
The vulgar way, - repulse your enemies, 
Win you new realms, or best, to save the old 
Die blissfully- that's past so long ago! 
He wishes you no need, thought, care of him -
Your good, by any means, himself unseen, 
Away, forgotten! - He gives that life's task up." 
But overcome by his nobility, Colombe accepts his love. 
The lover speaking in "The Last Ride Together" is another whose love 
has remained unrequited; however, he feels no bitterness or despair; he 
remains content in the memory of the hope. The later part of the poem 
reflects his thoughts. Although he has lost her, spiritually he has sue-
ceeded. He believes love to be the greatest value in life; it is greater 
than poetry, sculpture, and music. By his love he has gained much and by 
not winning her completely there still remains something toward which he 
can strive. 
''Who knows what's fit for us? Had fate 
Proposed bliss here should sublimate 
My being - had I signed the bond -
Still one must live some life beyond, 
Have a bliss to die with, dim-descried. 
This foot once planted on the goal , 
This glory-garland round my soul, 
Could I descry such? Try and test! 
I sink back shuddering from the quest. 
Earth being so good, would heaven seem best? 
Now, heaven and she are beyond this ride." 
"Youth and Art", warns of the tragedy which will result if love is 
disregarded. A girl and a boy had seen each other when they both lived on 
• 
the same street in Rome. She was a struggling mus•cian and he hoped to be-
come a famous sculptor. They ignored each other, pursued their ambitions, 
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and now, although married to others and mater i ally successful, their lives 
are: 
" ••• patchy and scrappy: 
We have not sighed deep, laughed free, 
Starved, feasted, despai red, - been happy. 
And nobody calls you a dunce, 
And people suppose me clever: 
This could but have happened once, 
.A11d we missed it, lost it forever." 
Because they placed love in a subordinate position their lives were ruined 
and never will they be able to compensate for the loss. 
The same thought is expressed in, "Dis Aliter Vi sum". Two people 
because of a discrepancy in age, disregarded the love they should have 
heeded. Both married others and as a result, four souls have been irre-
trievably lost. 
Browning's entire optimistic creed is based on his positive belief in 
a God of Love. Through the experience of earthly love the power of divine 
love is realized and the awareness of, ,and desire for, God and immortality 
are awakened. 
"Love is victory, the prize itself: 
Love trust to! be rewarded for the trust 
In trust ' s mere a.ct. nl6 
As Mr. George w. Cooke ha.s written, love in J3rowning's poetry is, "a.n 
intuition, an ec~st&ay, a spiritual vision, an eternal idea. "17 
16. Ferishtah's Fancies- "A Pillar of Sebzevah~ 
l7~ Boston Browning Society Papers , op. cit., p. 253 . 
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE I1~RFECT 
"TiS work for work's sake that he ' s needing. 
Let him work on and on as if speeding 
Work's end, out not dream of succeeding! 
Because if success were intended 
Why heaven were begun ere earth ended." 
This quotation from "Pacchiarotto" exemplifies another of Browning's 
leading philosophical ideas. He believed each man had been created by God 
and each man has his work to do; man must grow, develop , struggle towards 
the truth and reach for the Infinite. As the poet has John say in "A Death 
in t he Desert" this is the most obvious law: -
" - Man is not God, but has God's end to serve, 
A master to obey, a course to take 
Somewhat to cast off, somewhat to become? 
Grant this then man must pass from old to new, 
From vain to real, from mistake to fact 
From what once proved good, to what now proves best . 
How could man have progression otherwise?" 
Man must have ideals, a goal, a concept of perfection toward which he 
is working and striving, for if once he thinks he has attained his ideal his 
life becomes stultified and meaningless and no further development is 
po ssible• If perfection is thought to be achieved man's progressive and 
spiritual side stagnates , his creative and expressive powers are no longer 
active; only slavish copying and imitation on a technical level are possible. 
Only in failure is there success, because only then can man be nobly in-
spired by the Divine and continue to expand toward that completion, which 
God has planned for all his creatures. 
John Ruskin also held similar convictions which can be associated 
VIi th Brovming ' s ide as: 
"• •• while in all things that we see and do, we are 
to desire for perfection and strive for it, we are 
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nevertheless not to set the meaner thing, in its 
narrow accomplishment, above the nobler thing, in 
its mighty progress, not to esteem smooth minuteness 
above shattered majesty; not to prefer mean victory 
to honorable defeat; not lower the level of our aim 
that we mry more surely enjoy the complacency of 
success." 
"Andrea Del Sarto" is perhaps one of Browning's best statements of 
this phHosophye Andrea was technically "the faultless painter", yet ac-
cording to Browning, his works did not manifest greatness, he lacked spirit; 
he was not motivated by any higher standards; he had achieved his dreams. 
His work was: 
"Faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly null, 
Dead perfection, no more."2 
His wife Lucrezia had been the cause of his ruin; he had become infatuated 
with her physical beauty; he had deserted the French court with money en-
trusted to him by Francis I, with which to buy works of art. He had ne-
glected his mother and father and let them die in poverty in order to satisfy 
her desires. Had Andrea been a different man, had he possessed a soul and 
been capable of true realization of spiritual meanings, she would not have 
been al~le to so influence him; he would not have forsaken common honesty 
and the striving toward greater aspiration in his art. 
The tone of the poem is autumnal, tvdlight, "silver-grey", one of 
resignation and acquiescence reflecting the lack of impetus in Andrea and 
his works. He had been able to produce a perfection in his work which 
other greater artists had striven for in vain, yet his work is inferior: 
1. Et. Cook & Alexander Wedderburn, editors, Works of John Buskin {London: 
J. N. Dent & Co., 1904) Vol. X, Chapter VI. 
2. Tennyson, Alfred L., "Maud" 
I 
I 
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'~lell, less is more Lucrezia: I am judged. 
There burns a truer light of God in them. 
In their vexed beating stuffed and stopped up brain, 
• Heart, or what er~ else, then &oes on to prompt 
This low-pulsed forthright craftman's hand of mine 
Their works drop groundward, but themselves, I know, 
Reach many a time a heaven that's .:shut to me, 
Enter and take their place ••• " 
The poem is tragic and ironic in that Andrea realizes the type of woman 
he has become infatuated with and is aware of the lack in himself \vhich 
is reflected in his work; ·he realizes: 
" ••• a man's reach should exceed his grasp 
Or what's a heaven for? All is silver-grey, 
Placid and perfect with my art: the worse! 
I know both what I want and what might gain, 
And yet how profitless to know, to sigh ••• " 
He is aware of his own stagnation and, therefore, lack of achievement. 
Although his works were faultless, for Brovming they were of little 
value for Del Sarto had failed to develop the divine power within him, 
and to the poet this is earth's greatest evil . for he ever maintained that 
if perfection were reached all striving and aspiration would cease. 
"Cleon" is another example of Browning's statement of this philosophy . 
Cleon is worldly, all accomplished; he has a ranging intellect and his 
skills are many: " • •• all arts are mine ... " He sees himself as a synthe-
sis of all former knowledge and in combining all t h is within hi mself he 
feels progress has been made, yet having reached such a height he still 
has a yearning for something beyond but can find nothing finite to satisfy 
it. Cleon feels there should be something higher: 
"Who sees the wider but to sigh the more 
Most progress is most failure • • • thou sayest well 
But no! 
Zeus has not yet revealed it • •• " 
Cleon has arrived spiritually and intellectually at the time when his soul 
yearns and needs such a belief a.s Christianity; he realizes his life needs 
new impetus, yet, ironically, because of his very perfection, he scorn-
ful l y t hinks it unworthy of his consideration and his life remains static 
from lack of the acquisition of a higher ideal and goal. 
"Old Pictures in Florence", again illustrates thi s theory. The poet 
in Florence, reflects on the work of Giotto and his followers and the art 
which, by breaking away from Greek tradition, they revolutionized. The 
Greeks had reached a stage of perfection; their representation of the body 
wa.s f aultless, they lacked further impetus for change or development. But 
in this past perfection Giotto and the later masters did not rest; they 
went on to represent the soul, and the values they implied were infinite. 
"Growth came when, looking your last on them all, 
You turned your eyes inwardly one fine day 
And cried with a. start - what if we so small 
Be greater and grander the while than they! 
Are they perfect of lineament, perfect of stature? 
In both, of such lower types are we 
Precisely because of our wider nature; 
For time, theirs -ours, for eternity." 
In the ideal they strove for, in the very perfection they implied 
but could never attain, lies the hope for progression toward the Immortal. 
'"Tis a life-long toil till our lump be leaven --
The better! what~ come to perfection perishes. 
Things learned on earth, we shall practice in Heaven." 
In "Pippa. Passes" the doctrine is again repeated when Monsegnor, 
speaking of the young sculptor, Jules, says: 
!'•.. in the very perfection he has attained to, he 
foresees an ultimate failure." 
Jules had achieved a. certain skill in sculpture yet he had come to a. 
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point where further inspired advancement was impossible. However, through 
the influence of Pippa and the love of Phe~ he sees new goals in art to 
s t rive for and a new significance in his life and work. 
"Two in the Campagna." also illustrat es this · doctr:l:ne in a slightly 
different way. It is written in the form of a_love poem but applies not 
only to love, but life itself. The man is searching for something to 
satisfy the longing of his heart, something permanent, something real, 
but in this life he can realize only: "••• so much of his desires". He 
sees: 
"Infinite passion and the pain 
Of finite hearts that yearn." 
He must wait for the Future life to realize ideal development and perfec-
tion in its entirety, yet, his whole life is motivated and influenced 
by his realization of the existence of this perfection. 
In "The Grammarian's Funeral" Browning has depicted a man whose aim 
was an understanding of the whole Greek language; whose accomplishment was 
the mastery of only three of its elements. In the eyes of the world this 
man's life personifies ignominious failure but, according to Bro\vning's 
interpretation, judged by the ideal standard, the pursuit of an ultimate 
goal, his life represents the greatest loftiness . 
"The low man seeks a 1 i ttl e thing to do, 
Sees it and does it. 
This high man with a great thing to pursue 
Dies ere he knows .it.'' -
In his very lack of overt accomplishment this man's life has been a success; 
by his continual aspirat~on toward an ideal, his life held great meaning 
and significance. There is a tone of triumph, exultation and gladness in 
1 the poem. 
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"He said, 'What's time? leave now for dogs and apes! 
Man has forever.'" 
In his soul was the awareness that God had planned his creations for their 
full completion. His students carry him up to the top of the mountain and 
leave him: 
"••• loftily lying 
still loftier than the world suspects 
Living and dying." 
"Paracel sus'" aim was to : 
". .. comprehend the works of God, 
And God himself, and all God's intercourse 
With the human mind." 
and although he apparently failed in his aspirations, because of the lack 
of love for mankind he failed in a great undertaking, he had aimed high, 
"exceeeding his grasp." 
ttRabbi :Ben Ezra" expresses the belief that suffering and tribulation 
in life are necessary to further human development and make mankind fit 
jj to live eternally in the presence of C~d. Life is a continual struggling 
after the highest , the older one gets the greater is the understanding of 
the divine purposes, but final achievement comes only in death. Failure 
to realize one's ideals is not a source of sorrow, rather: 
'"lfuat I aspired to be 
And was not, comforts me!" 
One's aims in life should always be high enough to afford aspiration and 
development : 
"Thoughts hardly to be packed 
Into a narrow act, 
Fancies that broke through language and escaped; 
All I could never be, 
All men ignored in me, 
This, I was worth to God, \\those wheel the pitcher shaped." 
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The world acknowledges only these things achieved, but the things attempted 
are of true significance to man and God. 
"So take and use thy work: 
.Amend what flaws may lurk, 
What strai n o' the stuff, what workings past the aim! 
My times be in thy hand! 
Perfect the cup as planned! 
Let age approve of youth, and death complete the same!" 
One of Browning's most convincing arguments for this doctrine is found 
in the poem "Rephan". A wanderer is explaining how he bec.a.me irked by 
perfection, on the planet Rephan, and, thus, came to earth. In Rephan all 
lived a uniform existence: 
"Time brings 
No hope, no fear: as today shall be 
Tomorrow; advance or retreat need we 
At our stand still through eternity?" 
There was no growth for there was no change; there was no want, whatever 
should be, was. He knew not why he desired to end this type of existence 
or what caused the change. Yet as his yearning grew, a voice said to him: 
"So woulcfs..,.t thou strive , not rest? 
Burn and not smoulder, win by worth 
Not rest content with a wealth that 's dearth? 
Thou art past Rephan, thy place be Earth!" 
Once again Brovming's conviction that we must: 
,. aspire yet never attain 
To t he object aimed at." 
Here, quite forcefully he shows that complete contentment causes stagnation; 
t hat it is the hope, uncertainty and effort that makes human existence 
tolerable and vrorthwhile. 
Browning believed implicitly that it was necessary for man to have a 
goal toward which he aspired in order to have any advancement, achievement 
and happiness in life. Nothing could bring a deeper sense of frustration 
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and futility than having nothing above and beyond oneself to;'lard which to 
strive. Man needs action, but in order to have this action meaningful and 
of any significance to himself, or to mankind in general, he must have 
ideals . 
"Life is to wake, not sleep, 
Rise and not rest, but press 
From earth's level where blindly creep 
Things perfected, more or less, 
To the heaven's height, far and steep. ,3 
In man 's lack of perfection lies his source of hope for immortality, 
for "on earth the broken arcs: in the heaven a perfect round. "4 
3. "Reverie'~ 
4. "Abt Vogler". 
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EVIL AN ESSE}~IAL PART OF LIFE 
For a poet who is regarded as one of the greatest optimists in English 
literature,. who firmly believed in God, immortality, hope and love, ex-
1 
tensi ve use of subject matter dealing with the ugly, sordid and pathological 
1 seems paradoxical . His greatest poem dealt with a brutal murder; scenes of 
incest, evidences of cruelty, vice and malice are prominent in his works. 
How is this to be reconciled with :Brovming's idealistic philosophy? 
:Brovming was completely convinced that the entire working of the world 
was subjected to God's purposes, and the poet's particular interest V{as in 
djscovering and recording this divine purpose in relation to man. He v~ote 
in t he Preface to "Sordello", "My stress lay on the incidents in the deve-
lo:pment of the soul: little else is V{Orth study. ", and in this growth of 
man's higher nature he sees the necessity for struggle against evil, tempta-
tion and failure, to fulfill the realization 6f the divine purpose. 
'~o, when the fight begins within himself, 
A man's worth something. God stoops o'er his head, 
Satan looks up between his feet, - both tug -
He's left, himsel f, i' the middle: the soul awakes 
And grows. Prolong that battle through this life! 
Never leave growing till the life to · come. nl 
"Man is a God though in the germ. "2 Brovming accepted the doctrine 
of the evolution of man; he believed him to be eternally developing and in 
order to a id this progression and make man aware of God, evil and sorrow 
were compulsory. Evil he felt was the necessary opposition to the good; 
!1. "Bishop Blougram~' 
2. "Rabbi :Ben Ezra': 
II 
I 
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virtue is possible only when there is conflict and temptation; patience, 
heroism, pity, kindness are laudable only if an opposite exists. It is 
only through vicissitude, change, endless struggle and pursuit that the 
Divine Purpose is fulfilled and human sympathy, pity and understanding are 
developed: 
"Put pain from out the world what room were left 
For thanks to God, for love to man, n3 
In "Rabbi Ben Ezra" he makes use of the analogy of the Potter, the wheel and 
the clay. The latter is man formed and molded by the Potter, God, on the 
wheel of life. Life here on earth is an exercise and education, guided by 
God in the preparation for eternal life in a higher realm. One should think 
not of the form of the clay but look ahead to the uses of it in the hands 
I of the Master. 
''Look not thou down but up 
To uses of a cup 
The festal board, lamp ' s flash and trumpets peal , 
The new wine's foaming flow, 
The Master's lips aglow! 
Thou heaven's consummate cup, what needst thou with earth's wheel? 
As the Pope, in The Ring and the Book considers the final judgment 
of Guido, he appeals to God: 
". • • I reach into the dark, 
Feel what I cannot see, but still faith stands: 
I can believe this dread machinery 
Of sin and sorrow, would confound me else, 
Revised, - all pain, at most expenditure 
Of pain by Who devised pain, - to evolve, 
By new machinery in counterpart, 
The moral qualities of man - how else? 
To make him love in turn and be beloved 
Creat i ve and self-sacrificing too, 
3. Ferishta.h' s Fancies - ''Mihrab Shah". 
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And thus eventually God-like •• • 
Enable men to wring from out all pain, 
All pleasure for a c~mmon heritage 
To all eternity • ••• " 
Again we have Browning dramatically stating his belief that all sin, sorrow 
and pain have a place in life , that through the operation of seemingly evil 
forces the ways of God are revealed and understood by man . 
From this belief in the value of evil , it is very understandable that 
Browning would believe in the necessity of leading a strenuous, vigorous, 
energetic life. One of the greatest sins in his estimation was a lack of 
I 
! impetus or driving power in one ' s life; to sink into a state of lassitude, 
to lack any moral force, good or bad, was to him the greatest evil. He 
illustrates this conviction in "The Statue and the BuS\"!' In it, he tells of 
a bride who fell in love with a Duke, and he with her , as he rode royally 
past her house on t he day of her weddi ng. For a moment they met on the night 
of the bridal feast, the bride ' s husband became off ended and taking her to 
his chamber announced to her that she should not leave that room until she 
was taken out for burial. She will , "'fly to the Duke who loves me well. •• 
And save my soul, but not tomorrow. "' . And the Du.ke '" • •• dear or cheap -
As the cost of thi s bliss may prove to body or soul, I will drain it deep. "'• 
Yet each finds excuse for del~, until, because of their procrastination 
they find time has robbed them of their youth, and beauty and life and love 
have passed. They never accomplished their union, not because they felt 
responsibility morally but because they lacked the vitality and courage 
to do as they desired. The poet moralizes on this story: 
"I hear you reproach, 'But del ay was best, 
For their end was a crime.'- Oh, a crime wil l do 
As well, I reply, t o serve for a test, 
4. Ring and the Book X. 1 1368-1382 , 
As a virtue golden through and through, 
Sufficient to vindicate itself 
And prove its worth at a moment's view! 
Must a game be played for the sake of self? 
Where a button goes, ' 1twere an epigram 
To offer the stamp' of the very Guelph. 
\ 
The true has no value beyond the sham: 
As well the counter as coin , I submit, 
When your table's a hat; and your prize, a dram. 
Stake your counter as boldly every whit, 
Venture as warily, use the same skill, 
Do your best, whether winning or losing it, 
If you choose to play! - is my principle 
Let a man contend to the uttermost 
For his life's set prize, be it what it will! 
The counter our lovers staked was lost 
As m1rely as if it were lawful coin: 
And the sin I impute tp each frustrate ghost 
Is - the unlit lamp and the ungirt loin, 
Though the end in sight were a vice, I say. 
You of the virtue (we issue join) 
Row strive you? De te fabula!" 
That a crime should serve as a test of character hardly seems logical; 
however. it is not that Browning is upholding the sin, but rather .that he 
feels it had already been committed and that each of the person's characters 
would have been strengthened if they had manifested sufficient ardor to 
carry out their aims . 
Browning maintains that through self-assertion, even though it be for 
evil ends, one is thro\vn back into oneself and will see eventually that 
there are other ends to serve, that a higher law will be understood. 
"Partake my confidence! No creature's made so mean 
But that, some way, it boasts, could we investigate, 
Its supreme worth: Fulfils, by ordinance of fate 
Its momentary task, gets glory of its ovm, 
Tastes triumph in the world, pre-eminent, alone." 
• • • • • • • 
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"As firm is my.belief, quick sense perceives the same 
Self-vindicating flash illustrate every man 
And woman of our mass, and prove, throughout the plan, 
No detail but in place allotted it, was prime 
And perfect"5 
He felt that Hell consisted of the awareness of a lack of development and of 
neglected opportunities and that when the evil done was overly punished, one 
would turn to the gpod and a better way of life~ 
"However near I stand in His regard, 
So much the nearer had I stood by steps 
Offered the feet which rashly spurned their help -
That I call Hell ; why further punishment ?"6 
Perhaps the most outstanding example to cite from his works of this 
!moral conversion i s that of Guido in the Ring and the Book. He , who was 
heartless and diabolical beyond all imaginings, who refused to admit any 
error or wrong in his action, at the very end, just before his execution, 
realized the supreme value of love which he had shunned. He called on: 
"'Abate, - Cardinal, - Christ, - Maria, - God. '"7 but her, to whom his last 
plea is addressed, illustrates the revelation which comes to him in this fina 
moment which adds a hope for his sal vat ion, as he asks : "' Pompi i ia! wi 11 
you let them murder me?"'8. Although personifying a life of evil and sin 
he has yet progressed to the point of the realization of the i nfinitely 
higher goal. 
As we have seen through Browning's solution of the problem of evil he 
as extreme faith in this world as a part of the divine universal scheme and 
e believes that sin and pain, "must be to work some good in the end", 9 
,, 
5. Fi;fine at the Fair", XXIX • 
" 15 . "A Camel Driver. 
7. Ring and the Book, XI 1. 2418 . 
8. ~. 1. 2419. 
9. -~' VI, 1. 120~ 
that they are integral elements of life because of their aid in the glori-
fication and perfection of man. And so he pre sents scenes of action and 
violence to draw an ethical conclusion - the misery and evils of life were 
t o him evidences of the universality of God's benevolence and power, of 
eternal order and of the moral freedom of man. He depicts vice and evil 
at its worst to show that it is part of the divine purpose and to present 
the element of good which he sees. Discords are essential to perfect har-
mony and the whole is perfect even though the parts may be broken. 
It is the good which triumphs and is eternal. Because of the unity 
of God with man, pain, sin and death are relative; they are merely pro-
mises of eternal life. Every soul must strive toward the eventual victory 
defending t he good and shunning its opposite. 
"There shall never be one lost good! What was, shall 
live as before; 
The evil is null, is naught, is silence implying sound; 
\Vha~ was good shall be good, with, for evil, so much 
good more; 
On the earth the broken arcs; in the heaven a perfect 
rotmd. 
All we have willed or hoped or dreamed of' good shall 
exist; 
Not its semblance, but itself; no beauty, nor good, 
nor povter 
Whose voice has gone forth, but each survives for the 
melodist 
Vlhen eternity affirms the conception of an hour. nlO 
10 . "Abt Vogler" . 
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IMMORTALITY 
Browning's answer to man's eternal question, "If man die shall he live 
again?"l, has been implied in the preceding chapters. The poet with his 
firm belief in God, love, intuition, growth and development answers this 
problem strongly in the affirmative. His conviction is the result of three 
of his basic philosophical tenets, which have been considered: the exis-
tence of a personal omniscient Being whose main characteristics were power 
and lo ve , and man's soul which linked him to this God and caused him to 
desire such a union; the perfection of the lower forms, yet the imperfec-
tion of man and the discrepancy in man's aspirations and ability to realize 
them and the progress which regulted; and his belief in the power of love 
as the supreme value in life through which man is ennobled and God revealed. 
Immortality was as sure to Browning as his o~vn physical existence; 
an after-life was the completion of God's love; and this belief rings 
triumphantly throughout his work . But exactly what form he expected this 
future existence to assume remains obscure. With his characteristic dis-
satisfaction with any state which did not afford development, which leads 
to stagnation , he depicts the future state as one in which there will be 
continual struggling. 
n2 
"Other heights i.n other lives, God willing ... 
and: 
'~here's a fancy some lean to and others hate -
That, when this life is ended, begins 
1. "Job" Chapter XIV, verse 14. 
2. "One Word More". 
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New work f or the soul ip another state, 
Where it strives and gets weary, loses and wins; 
Where the strong and the weak, this world's congeries, 
Repeat in large what they practised in small, 
Througn life after life in unlimited series; 
Only the scale's to be changed, that's all. n3 
In the "Epilogue" to Asolando he expects there as here to 
'"Strive and thrive!' cry 'Speed, - fight on, fare ever 
There as here! n• 
The other aspect of immortality which Browning suggests is the fulfill-
ment of man's struggles and aspirations which implies peace and serenity. 
In "Abt Vogler" he Wl'ites: "on earth the broken arcs; in the heavens a 
1 
perfect round.". And in "Saul", the king was to find "the next world's 
I reward.,--- and repose) by the struggles in this.". 
Brovming in relation to a belief in immortality advances two main con-
cepts. He emphasizes a continued struggle and striving toward perfection 
but on t he ot her hand a hope of quietness, peace and eventual union with the 
Divine and Absolute. That these may appear contradictory and his theory to 
some extent ._ inconsistent is obvious, and while to the rationalistic thinke 
No one of his poems better illustrates this seeming contradiction than 
"Pro spice". With its defiance of death, its high challenge to battle and 
firm belief in an assured victory which brings r~union with God and with 
t hese here loved, it vividly reveals his philosophic convictions. 
3. "Old Pictures in Florence". 
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"Fear death? - to feel the fog in my throat, 
The mist in my face, 
When the snows begin, and the blasts denote 
I a.m nearing the place, 
The power of the night, the press of the storm, 
The post of the foe; 
V~ere he stands, the Arch Fear in a visible form, 
Yet the strong man must gp: 
For the journey is done and the summit attained, 
And the barriers fall, 
Though a battle's to fight ere the guerdon be gained, 
The reward of it all. 
I was ever a fighter, so - one fight more, 
The best and the last! 
I woul d hate that death bandaged my eyes, and forbore, 
.~d bade me creep past. 
No! let me taste the whole of it, fare like my peers 
The heroes of old, 
Bear the brunt, in a minute pay glad life's arrears 
Of pain, darkness and cold. 
For sudden the worst turns the best to the brave, 
The black minute's at end, 
And the elements' rage, the fiend-voices that rave, 
Shall dwindle, shall blend, 
Shal l change, shall become first a peace out of pain, 
Then a light, then thy breast, 
0 thou soul of my soul! I shall clasp thee again , 
And with God be the rest Z 
Mr . Sharp has recorded a conversation he had with Browning in rela-
tlon to the subject of death; and, although it, too, does not clarify 
the poet's conception of the state of an after-life, it once more illus-
trates his deep conviction that death was not man's ultimate end. 
"Death! death! It is this harping on death I 
despise so much; this idle and often cowardly, as well 
as ignorant harping! Why should we not change like 
everything else? In fiction , in poetry, in so much 
of both, French, as well as English, and, I am told, 
in American art and literature , the shadow of death --
call it what you wil -- despair, negation, indif-
ference, - is upon us. But what fools who talk thus! 
Why Am5.co mio, you know as well as I, that death is 
life, just as our daily, our momentarily dying body 
is none the less alive, and ever recruiting new 
forces of existence. Without death, which is our 
crepe-like, churchyardy word for change, for growth, 
there could be no prolongation of that which we call 
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life. Pshaw! it is foolish to argue upon such a 
thing even. For myself, I deny death as an end of 
everything. Never say of me that I am dead. n4 
Although Browning does not depict the state of immortality, whether a 
spiritual or material experience, he definitely bel ieved it to be an 
"adventure brave and new", 5 and that: 
"All that is, at all , 
Lasts ever, past recal l ; 
Earth changes, but thy soul and God stand sure ••• n6 
Though the individual may find no posi tive proof in the works of 
Browning of existence after death , yet in the skeptical and agnostic 
Victorian Period, ~nen disillusion and despair assaulted every thinking 
mind because of the new scientific movements , and man was forced to look 
upon himself as no longer "a little lower than the angels" , but as a mere 
step above the animal and bestial, Browning revived man's hopes and courage 
assert ing that life, whether a beginning or an end, was well worth the 
struggle and his God-given powers equal to unimaginable achievements . 
4. Sharp , William, Life and Writings of Robert :Brovming (London: Scott, 
n . d. ) p . 195, 6 . 
5. "Rabbi Ben Ezra". 
6. Ibid, 
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CONCLUSION 
Fron1 the study of Browning's poetry certain specific and inherent qua-
lities have been revealed and definite conclusions drawn in relation to his 
!philosophy and his significance in the literary world. 
Browning was essentially a dramatic poet and the chief actor in his 
works was always the soul. He dealt most often with the experiences of men 
and women, their mental and spiritual conflicts, invariably at a moment of 
l
high emotional crisis, when a step in one direction or the other would have 
a profound influence on character and spirit . 
Browning was not an ethereal poet who described vague and intangible 
beauty or human character for its own sake ; he was rather one vmo sought the 
meaning and expression of an ultimate truth or law which man's life and 
experience personified. 
The necessity of examining and understanding some of Brov~ning's main 
philosophic tenets in order to appreciate more fully his poetry is seen imme-
diately, for he put the emphasis on the inner life, the soul, rather than on 
. outward experience and phenomena, since he felt that nothing in human life 
was of as grreat worth or value as the study of man's spiritual and immortal 
nature. 
Bro•vning attempted to find significance and meaning through his obser-
vations of life and experience and then to formulate certain philosophic 
laws. Browning's conclusion in regard to life is similar to that of Saint 
Paul's , who wrote, "For a great door and effectual is opened unto me and 
there are many adversaries." The Apostle took the obstacles in life for 
granted, as being necessarily part of the development of a meaningful exis-
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tence. He did not say but there are many adversaries, rather, "and there 
are many adversaries."; he expected and accepted the strnggles as the chal-
lenge which gave life its meaning and led to an energetic existence directed 
toward growth and creation. 
Browning' s philosophy was essentially Christian; he conceived of a God 
of Power and Love, the Love of God being revealed through Christ, the ethical 
side of our being, and the soul , which was man's link to God. A future 
life which promised immortality was a basic tenet in his philosophy although 
in exactly what form he believed this after-existence to be is obscure. The 
ni verse beyond was for him of absolute and eternal value, while this world 
as but relative. He constantly recognized the individual's divine poten-
ialities, and ever asserted that though his strivings were met with seeming 
failure, it was this continual conflict, this awareness of imperfection, 
hich drove man forward to the Eternal. 
This is the strength and main value of Browning's philosophy; in the 
ictorian period, and in the present day, when materialistic views cause 
a.nkind to regard life as meaningless and futile, and they expend their ener-
gies in censure and skepticism, Brovming by his intensity of passion, vivid 
freshness and breadth of vision challenges man's powers of achievement , 
rings hope and inspiration to live life fully, truly, strongly and coura-
Browning was a poet of humanity - through the medium of literature 
e emphasjzed the importance of man and through concrete illustration, throu 
uman experience, he stressed and explained the moral truths and spiritual 
grandeur which are possible of attainment, and such hopes and aims have 
brought encouragement, inspiration and guidance to the vmole Christian world. 
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A.:BSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis has been to examine the main philosophical 
implications of the poetry of Robert Bro\vning, through his major poems, in 
order to more fully understand and appreciate his works . Because of his 
alleged obscurity due to his extensive intellect and his emphasis on charac-
ter and the inner life, from which he drew certain philosophic conclusions, 
thi s study has seemed justifiable. 
The basic belief which dominates all of the poet's works is that of a 
personal, omnipotent, omniscient, infinitely perfect Being vmo was the creato 
of all. He saw two elements in the nature of God, Power and Love, for which 
he felt man had a natural longing. "Saul", and, "An Epistle, Containing the 
Strange Medical Experience of Karshish, the Arab Physician", were used. to 
illustrate this . 
1 
Browning takes for granted the existence of a. soul in roan which compre-
hends and yields to the power ru1d love of God. He believed that only so much 
of C~d's ways could be understood by man through his intellect; it is rather 
.the intuition and the heart speaking through the soul which reveals final 
trut hs in relation to spiritual values. He dramatically portrays what he 
considers four wrong approaches to the consideration of God: those based 
on personal fear, ("Caliban Upon Setebos" ), ambition ("The Bishop Orders His 
Tomb"), gross pride ("Johannes Agricola"), and sensual satisfaction (''Bishop 
Blougram' s Apology"). 
The poet's belief in a. God of Power and Love, linked to man by moral 
consciousness, is one of the bases of his optimistic creed. 
In considering Browninc 's convictions and treatment of the subject of 
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love, reference has been made to his own personal love story and the inspi-
ration and devotion which it afforded him. He believed that love is the 
greatest force in the Universe and that the life in which love had a part 
reached its greatest fulfillment. The influence of Plato and the medieval 
courtly tradition on the poet 's works has been examined and illustrated 
by five of his poems. 
Browning's belief in the ennobling experience of love has been shown 
through his portrayal of rejected lovers to whom love is sufficient unto 
itself. The tragedy which Browning believed ensued from disregard of love 
is illustrated in, "Youth and Art", and, "Dis Aliter Visum". Through the 
experience of earthly love the power of divine love is realized and the 
awareness of, and desire for, God and immortality are awakened. 
Another of Browning's leading philosophic ideas was that of success 
in failure. He believed that in man ' s aspiring ultimate success was im-
plied. Each man was created by God and it was his duty to struggle and 
grow; he must have ideals, a concept of perfection toward which he is 
striving, for if once he thinks he has attained perfection no further deve-
lopment is possible. In man's lack of perfection, in the necessity of 
struggle and conflict, lies his source for hope of immortality. Several 
poems have been used to illustrate this theory. 
Evil, Browning believed, was an essential part of life. It was the 
necessary opposition to the good which made virtue possible and aided in 
the development of the soul. He saw the evo lution of man to God, and evil 
aided in this progression. A strenuous, vigorous , and energetic life should 
be lived in which there was a strong driving force; to lack any moral 
force, good or bad, was to him one of life's greatest evils. Browning main-
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tained that through self-assertion, even though it be for evil ends, one 
is thrown back into oneself and eventually it will be seen that there are 
other ends to serve , that a higher law will be understood. Discords are 
essential to perfect harmony and the whole is perfect even though the parts 
may be broken. 
Browning strongly affirms the existence of an after-life because of 
his belief in God, the imperfection of man and his aspirations , and the 
power of love; however , his depiction of the state of immortality is ob-
scure . He seems, at times, to conceive of it as a continuation of struggle 
and development; at others, he suggests man wil l find fulfillment of his 
aspirations, which implies peace and serenity. Here his theory is incon-
sistent, but it must be remembered that Bro\vning was a poet and that 
poet - like he realized the power of vagueness , suggestiveness and imagina-
tion. In the skeptical and agnostic Victorian Period Browning revived 
men's hopes and courage and urged them on to struggle and achievement . 
It has been concluded that Bro\vning was essentially a dramatic poet 
and the chief actor in his works was the soul ; he sought the meaning and 
expression of an ultimate t ruth or law revealed by man and his existence. 
His philosophy was essent i ally Christian, and he believed, as St. Paul , 
that it was the struggle in life which gave it its meaning and led to an 
energetic existence directed toward development and creation. In the Vic-
torian Period and today when much of life is regarded as meaningless and 
futile Browning offers inspiration and hope to live life fully, strongly 
and courageously, and he has been a source of encouragement and inspira-
tion to the entire Christian World. 
53. 
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